abstract. This Essay states the general case against judicial review of legislation clearly and in a way that is uncluttered by discussions of particular decisions or the history of its emergence in particular systems of constitutional law. The Essay criticizes judicial review on two main grounds. First, it argues that there is no reason to suppose that rights are better protected by this practice than they would be by democratic legislatures. Second, it argues that, quite apart from the outcomes it generates, judicial review is democratically illegitimate. The second argument is familiar; the first argument less so.
Arguments to this effect have been heard before, and often. They arise naturally in regard to a practice of this kind. In liberal political theory, legislative supremacy is often associated with popular self-government, 6 and democratic ideals are bound to stand in an uneasy relation to any practice that says elected legislatures are to operate only on the sufferance of unelected judges. Alexander Bickel summed up the issue in the well-known phrase, "the counter-majoritarian difficulty." 7 We can try to mitigate this difficulty, Bickel said, by showing that existing legislative procedures do not perfectly represent the popular or the majority will. But, he continued, nothing in the further complexities and perplexities of the system, which modern political science has explored with admirable and ingenious industry, and some of which it has tended to multiply with a fertility that passes the mere zeal of the discoverer-nothing in these complexities can alter the essential reality that judicial review is a deviant institution in the American democracy. 8 In countries that do not allow legislation to be invalidated in this way, the people themselves can decide finally, by ordinary legislative procedures, whether they want to permit abortion, affirmative action, school vouchers, or gay marriage. They can decide among themselves whether to have laws punishing the public expression of racial hatred or restricting candidates' spending in elections. If they disagree about any of these matters, they can elect representatives to deliberate and settle the issue by voting in the legislature. That is what happened, for example, in Britain in the 1960s, when Parliament debated the liberalization of abortion law, the legalization of homosexual conduct among consenting adults, and the abolition of capital punishment. 9 On each issue, wide-ranging public deliberation was mirrored in serious debate in the House of Commons. The quality of those debates (and similar debates in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and elsewhere) make nonsense of the claim that legislators are incapable of addressing such issues responsibly-just as the
6.
The locus classicus for this concept is John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government, in TWO TREATISES OF GOVERNMENT 265, 366-67 (Peter Laslett ed., Cambridge Univ. Press 1988) (1690).
7.
ALEXANDER M. BICKEL, THE LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH 16-17 (2d ed. 1986) ("[J] udicial review is a counter-majoritarian force in our system. . . . [W] hen the Supreme Court declares unconstitutional a legislative act . . . it thwarts the will of representatives of the actual people of the here and now. . . .").
8.
Id. at 17-18.
9.
Abortion Act, 1967, c. 87; Sexual Offences Act, 1967, c. 60 ; Murder (Abolition of Death Penalty) Act, 1965, c. 71. liberal outcomes of those proceedings cast doubt on the familiar proposition that popular majorities will not uphold the rights of minorities.
By contrast, in the United States the people or their representatives in state and federal legislatures can address these questions if they like, but they have no certainty that their decisions will prevail. If someone who disagrees with the legislative resolution decides to bring the matter before a court, the view that finally prevails will be that of the judges. As Ronald Dworkin puts it-and he is a defender of judicial review-on "intractable, controversial, and profound questions of political morality that philosophers, statesmen, and citizens have debated for many centuries," the people and their representatives simply have to "accept the deliverances of a majority of the justices, whose insight into these great issues is not spectacularly special."
10
In recent years, a number of books have appeared attacking judicial review in America.
11 For years, support for the practice has come from liberals, and opposition from conservative opponents of the rights that liberal courts have upheld. In recent years, however, we have seen the growth of liberal opposition to judicial review, as the Rehnquist Court struck down some significant achievements of liberal legislative policy. 12 But there have been spirited defenses of the practice as well. 13 The two-hundredth anniversary of Marbury v. Madison elicited numerous discussions of its origins and original legitimacy, and the fiftieth anniversary of Brown v. Board of Education provided a timely reminder of the service that the nation's courts performed in the mid-twentieth century by spearheading the attack on segregation and other racist laws.
So the battle lines are drawn, the maneuvering is familiar, and the positions on both sides are well understood. What is the point of this present 10. RONALD DWORKIN, FREEDOM'S LAW: THE MORAL READING OF THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION 74 (1996) .
11. See, e.g What I want to do is identify a core argument against judicial review that is independent of both its historical manifestations and questions about its particular effects-the decisions (good and bad) that it has yielded, the heartbreaks and affirmations it has handed down. I want to focus on aspects of the case against judicial review that stand apart from arguments about the way judges exercise their powers and the spirit (deferential or activist) in which they approach the legislation brought before them for their approval. Recent books by Mark Tushnet and Larry Kramer entangle a theoretical critique of the practice with discussions of its historical origins and their vision of what a less judicialized U.S. Constitution would involve. 15 This is not a criticism of Tushnet and Kramer. Their books are valuable in large part because of the richness and color they bring to the theoretical controversy. As Frank Michelman says in his blurb on the back cover of The People Themselves, Kramer's history "puts flesh on the bones of debates over judicial review and popular constitutionalism." 16 And so it does. But I want to take off some of the flesh and boil down the normative argument to its bare bones so that we can look directly at judicial review and see what it is premised on.
Charles Black once remarked that, in practice, opposition to judicial review tends to be "a sometime thing," with people supporting it for the few cases they cherish (like Brown or Roe) and opposing it only when it leads to outcomes they deplore. 17 In politics, support for judicial review is sometimes intensely embroiled in support for particular decisions. This is most notably true in the debate over abortion rights, in which there is a panic-stricken refusal among pro-choice advocates to even consider the case against judicial review for fear this will give comfort and encouragement to those who regard Roe v. Wade as an unwarranted intrusion on the rights of conservative legislators. I hope that setting out the core case against judicial review in abstraction from its particular consequences can help overcome some of this panic. It may still be the case that judicial review is necessary as a protective measure against legislative pathologies relating to sex, race, or religion in particular countries. But even if that is so, it is worth figuring out whether that sort of defense goes to the heart of the matter, or whether it should be regarded instead as an exceptional reason to refrain from following the tendency of what, in most circumstances, would be a compelling normative argument against the practice.
A connected reason for boiling the flesh off the bones of the theoretical critique is that judicial review is an issue for other countries that have a different history, a different judicial culture, and different experience with legislative institutions than the United States has had. For example, when the British debate the relatively limited powers their judges have to review legislation, they are not particularly interested in what the Republicans said to the Federalists in 1805 or in the legacy of Brown v. Board of Education. What is needed is some general understanding, uncontaminated by the cultural, historical, and political preoccupations of each society.
18
My own writing on this has been more abstract than most. But I have managed to discuss judicial review in a way that embroils it with other issues in jurisprudence and political philosophy.
19 I am not satisfied that I have stated in
18.
Again, this is not to dismiss the more fleshed-out accounts. The idea behind this Essay is that we take a clear view of the theoretical argument and put it alongside our richer understanding of the way the debate unfolds in, to name a few examples, Britain, the United States, Canada, and South Africa. In this Essay, I shall argue that judicial review is vulnerable to attack on two fronts. It does not, as is often claimed, provide a way for a society to focus clearly on the real issues at stake when citizens disagree about rights; on the contrary, it distracts them with side-issues about precedent, texts, and interpretation. And it is politically illegitimate, so far as democratic values are concerned: By privileging majority voting among a small number of unelected and unaccountable judges, it disenfranchises ordinary citizens and brushes aside cherished principles of representation and political equality in the final resolution of issues about rights.
I will proceed as follows. In Part I, I will define the target of my argument-strong judicial review of legislation-and distinguish it from other practices that it is not my intention to attack. Part II will set out some assumptions on which my argument is predicated: My argument against judicial review is not unconditional but depends on certain institutional and political features of modern liberal democracies. Then, in Part III, I will review the general character of the argument I propose to make. That argument will attend to both outcome-and process-related reasons, and these will be discussed in Parts IV and V, respectively. In Part VI, I will expose the fallacy of the most common argument against allowing representative institutions to prevail: that such a system inevitably leads to the tyranny of the majority. Finally, in Part VII, I shall say a little bit about non-core cases-that is, cases in which there is reason to depart from the assumptions on which the core argument depends. 1354 primary legislation enacted by the elected legislature of a polity. It might be thought that some of the same arguments apply to executive action as well: After all, the executive has some elective credentials of its own with which to oppose decisionmaking by judges. But it is almost universally accepted that the executive's elective credentials are subject to the principle of the rule of law, and, as a result, that officials may properly be required by courts to act in accordance with legal authorization. 21 The equivalent proposition for legislators has been propounded too: Judicial review is just the subjection of the legislature to the rule of law. But in the case of the legislature, it is not uncontested; indeed that is precisely the contestation we are concerned with here.
There are a variety of practices all over the world that could be grouped under the general heading of judicial review of legislation. They may be distinguished along several dimensions. The most important difference is between what I shall call strong judicial review and weak judicial review. My target is strong judicial review.
22
In a system of strong judicial review, courts have the authority to decline to apply a statute in a particular case (even though the statute on its own terms plainly applies in that case) or to modify the effect of a statute to make its application conform with individual rights (in ways that the statute itself does not envisage). Moreover, courts in this system have the authority to establish as a matter of law that a given statute or legislative provision will not be applied, so that as a result of stare decisis and issue preclusion a law that they have refused to apply becomes in effect a dead letter. A form of even stronger judicial review would empower the courts to actually strike a piece of legislation out of the statute-book altogether. Some European courts have this 21. Seana Shiffrin, Richard Pildes, Frank Michelman, and others have urged me to consider how far my argument against judicial review of legislation might also extend to judicial review of executive action in the light of statutes enacted long ago or statutes whose provisions require extensive interpretation by the courts. Clearly more needs to be said about this. Pursuing the matter in this direction might be considered either a reductio ad absurdum of my argument or an attractive application of it.
22.
The distinction between strong and weak judicial review is separate from the question of judicial supremacy. Judicial supremacy refers to a situation in which (1) the courts settle important issues for the whole political system, (2) those settlements are treated as absolutely binding on all other actors in the political system, and (3) the courts do not defer to the positions taken on these matters in other branches (not even to the extent to which they defer to their own past decisions under a limited principle of stare decisis In a system of weak judicial review, by contrast, courts may scrutinize legislation for its conformity to individual rights but they may not decline to apply it (or moderate its application) simply because rights would otherwise be violated.
26 Nevertheless, the scrutiny may have some effect. In the United Kingdom, the courts may review a statute with a view to issuing a "declaration of incompatibility" in the event that "the court is satisfied that the provision is incompatible with a Convention right"-i.e., with one of the rights set out in the European Convention of Human Rights as incorporated into British law through the Human Rights Act. The Act provides that such declaration "does not affect the validity, continuing operation or enforcement of the provision in respect of which it is given; and . . . is not binding on the parties to the proceedings in which it is made." 27 But still it has an effect: A minister may use such a declaration as authorization to initiate a fast-track legislative procedure to remedy the incompatibility.
28 (This is a power the minister would not have but for the process of judicial review that led to the declaration in the first place.) 27. Human Rights Act, 1998, c. 42, § 4(2), (6).
Id. § 10.
A form of even weaker judicial review would give judges not even that much authority. Like their British counterparts, the New Zealand courts may not decline to apply legislation when it violates human rights (in New Zealand, the rights set out in the Bill of Rights Act of 1990 29 ); but they may strain to find interpretations that avoid the violation. 30 Although courts there have indicated that they may be prepared on occasion to issue declarations of incompatibility on their own initiative, such declarations in New Zealand do not have any legal effect on the legislative process.
31
There are some intermediate cases. In Canada, there is a provision for the review of legislation by courts, and courts there, like their U.S. counterparts, may decline to apply a national or provincial statute if it violates the provisions of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. But Canadian legislation (provincial or national) may be couched in a form that insulates it from this scrutiny-Canadian assemblies may legislate "notwithstanding" the rights in the Charter. 32 In practice, however, the notwithstanding clause is rarely invoked. 33 Thus, in what follows I shall count the Canadian arrangement as a 
30.
Id. § 6 ("Wherever an enactment can be given a meaning that is consistent with the rights and freedoms contained in this Bill of Rights, that meaning shall be preferred to any other meaning."). (1) Parliament or the legislature of a province may expressly declare in an Act of Parliament or of the legislature, as the case may be, that the Act or a provision thereof shall operate notwithstanding a provision included in section 2 or sections 7 to 15 of this Charter.
(2) An Act or a provision of an Act in respect of which a declaration made under this section is in effect shall have such operation as it would have but for the provision of this Charter referred to in the declaration. form of strong judicial review, with its vulnerability to my argument affected only slightly by the formal availability of the override.
34
A second distinction among types of judicial review pays attention to the place of individual rights in the constitutional system of a society. In the United States, statutes are scrutinized for their conformity to individual rights as set out in the Constitution. Rights-oriented judicial review is part and parcel of general constitutional review, and the courts strike down statutes for violations of individual rights in exactly the spirit in which they strike down statutes for violations of federalism or separation of powers principles. 35 This gives American defenses of judicial review a peculiar cast. Though philosophical defenses of the practice are often couched in terms of the 34. Jeffrey Goldsworthy has suggested that the "notwithstanding" provision provides a sufficient answer to those of us who worry, on democratic grounds, about the practice of strong judicial review. Jeffrey Goldsworthy, Judicial Review, Legislative Override, and Democracy, 38 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 451, 454-59 (2003) . It matters not, he says, that the provision is rarely used.
[S]urely that is the electorate's democratic prerogative, which Waldron would be bound to respect. It would not be open to him to object that an ingenuous electorate is likely to be deceived by the specious objectivity of constitutionalised rights, or dazzled by the mystique of the judiciary-by a naive faith in judges' expert legal skills, superior wisdom, and impartiality. That objection would reflect precisely the same lack of faith in the electorate's capacity for enlightened self-government that motivates proponents of constitutionally entrenched rights.
Id. at 456-57. I believe that the real problem is that section 33 requires the legislature to misrepresent its position on rights. To legislate notwithstanding the Charter is a way of saying that you do not think Charter rights have the importance that the Charter says they have. But the characteristic stand-off between courts and legislatures does not involve one group of people (judges) who think Charter rights are important and another group of people (legislators) who do not. What it usually involves is groups of people (legislative majorities and minorities, and judicial majorities and minorities) all of whom think Charter rights are important, though they disagree about how the relevant rights are to be understood. Goldsworthy acknowledges this:
When the judiciary . . . is expected to disagree with the legislature as to the "true" meaning and effect of Charter provisions, the legislature cannot ensure that its view will prevail without appearing to override the Charter itself. And that is vulnerable to the politically lethal objection that the legislature is openly and selfconfessedly subverting constitutional rights.
Id. at 467. However, maybe there is no form of words that can avoid this difficulty. As a matter of practical politics, the legislature is always somewhat at the mercy of the courts' public declarations about the meaning of the society's Bill or Charter of Rights. I am grateful to John Morley for this point. judiciary's particular adeptness at dealing with propositions about rights, in reality that argument is subordinate to a defense of the structural role the courts must play in upholding the rules of the Constitution. Sometimes these two defenses are consistent; other times, they come apart. For example, textualism may seem appropriate for structural issues, but it can easily be made to seem an inappropriate basis for thinking about rights, even when the rights are embodied in an authoritative text. 36 In other countries, judicial review takes place with regard to a bill of rights that is not specifically designated as part of the (structural) constitution. Weak judicial review in the United Kingdom on the basis of the Human Rights Act is of this kind. Because most cases of strong judicial review are associated with constitutional review, I shall focus on these cases. But it is important to remember both that an approach oriented to structural constraints might not be particularly appropriate as a basis for thinking about rights, and the additional point that many of the challenges to rights-oriented judicial review can be posed to other forms of constitutional review as well. In recent years, for example, the Supreme Court of the United States has struck down a number of statutes because they conflict with the Supreme Court's vision of federalism.
37 Now, everyone concedes that the country is governed on a quite different basis so far as the relation between state and central government is concerned than it was at the end of the eighteenth century, when most of the constitutional text was ratified, or in the middle of the nineteenth century, when the text on federal structure was last modified to any substantial extent. But opinions differ as to what the new basis of state/federal relations should be. The text of the Constitution does not settle that matter. So it is settled instead by voting among Justices-some voting for one conception of federalism (which they then read into the Constitution), the others for another, and whichever side has the most votes on the Court prevails. It is not clear that this is an appropriate basis for the settlement of structural terms of association among a free and democratic people.
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A third distinction is between a posteriori review of the American kind, which takes place in the context of particular legal proceedings, sometimes long 36. See DWORKIN, supra note 3, at 11-18; ANDREI MARMOR, INTERPRETATION AND LEGAL THEORY 156-57 (rev. 2d ed. 2005) .
37. See, e.g., supra note 12. 38. The need for judicial review for patrolling structural limits on the allocation of authority between state and federal legislatures is often cited (opportunistically) by defenders of rights-based limitations on legislatures. People say, "Legislatures are subject to judicial review anyway, for federalism reasons. So why not exploit that practice to develop rightsbased judicial review as well?" My analysis of the desirability of rights-based judicial review will be pertinent to this sort of hybrid or opportunistic argument.
after a statute has been enacted, and ex ante review of legislation by a constitutional court specifically set up to conduct an abstract assessment of a bill in the final stages of its enactment. 39 There are questions about how to understand ex ante review. Something that amounts in effect to a final stage in a multicameral legislative process, with the court operating like a traditional senate, is not really judicial review (though the case against empowering an unelected body in this way may be similar).
40 I shall not say much more about this. For some defenses of judicial review, the a posteriori character of its exercise-its rootedness in particular cases 41 -is important, and I shall concentrate on that.
A fourth distinction is connected with the third. Judicial review can be carried out by ordinary courts (as in the Massachusetts case we began with) or it can be carried out by a specialized constitutional court. This may be relevant to an argument I will make later: The ability of judges in the regular hierarchy of courts to reason about rights is exaggerated when so much of the ordinary discipline of judging distracts their attention from direct consideration of moral arguments. Perhaps a specialist constitutional court can do better, though experience suggests that it too may become preoccupied with the development of its own doctrines and precedents in a way that imposes a distorting filter on the rights-based reasoning it considers.
ii. four assumptions
To focus my argument, and to distinguish the core case in which the objection to judicial review is at its clearest from non-core cases in which judicial review might be deemed appropriate as an anomalous provision to deal with special pathologies, I shall set out some assumptions. Certain of these assumptions may strike some readers as question-begging, but I am not trying any sort of subterfuge here. The reasons for beginning with these assumptions will be evident as we go along, and the possibility of noncore cases, understood as cases in which one or more of these assumptions does not hold, is freely acknowledged and will be considered in Part VII. In effect, my contention will be that the argument against judicial review is conditional; if any of the conditions fail, the argument may not hold. 43 Let me add that part of what I want to combat in this Essay is a certain sort of bottom-line mentality toward the issue of judicial review. 44 I fully expect that some readers will comb quickly through my assumptions to find some that do not apply, say, to American or British society as they understand it, leading them to ignore the core argument altogether. What matters to them is that judicial review be defended and challenges to it seen off; they don't particularly care how. That is an unfortunate approach. It is better to try and understand the basis of the core objection, and to see whether it is valid on its own terms, before proceeding to examine cases in which, for some reason, its application may be problematic.
Let me lay out in summary the four assumptions I shall make. We are to imagine a society with (1) democratic institutions in reasonably good working order, including a representative legislature elected on the basis of universal adult suffrage; (2) a set of judicial institutions, again in reasonably good order, set up on a nonrepresentative basis to hear individual lawsuits, settle disputes, and uphold the rule of law; (3) a commitment on the part of most members of the society and most of its officials to the idea of individual and minority rights; and (4) persisting, substantial, and good faith disagreement about rights (i.e., about what the commitment to rights actually amounts to and what its implications are) among the members of the society who are committed to the idea of rights.
I shall argue that, relative to these assumptions, the society in question ought to settle the disagreements about rights that its members have using its legislative institutions. If these assumptions hold, the case for consigning such disagreements to judicial tribunals for final settlement is weak and unconvincing, and there is no need for decisions about rights made by legislatures to be second-guessed by courts. And I shall argue that allowing decisions by courts to override legislative decisions on these matters fails to satisfy important criteria of political legitimacy. Let me first elaborate the four assumptions.
43.
See infra text accompanying note 136. 
